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Abstract— In this paper, we propose a new Advanced Spectrum
Management (ASM) methodology for WCDMA systems using
simulated annealing and the concept of coupling matrix, which is
able to capture inter-cell interactions. The proposed methodology
takes into account the fact that each cell can be associated to
more than one carrier. Simulation results show that the proposed
methodology increases spectrum efficiency while guaranteeing
the requested QoS levels. Moreover, it allows releasing carriers
in some cells, so that they could be eventually used by e.g.
secondary cognitive radio users exploiting the flexible spectrum
allocation and opportunistic spectrum access.
Key words: Coupling matrix, simulated annealing, advanced
spectrum management, WCDMA

I.

INTRODUCTION

The last few years have witnessed a fast pace in the
development of Advanced Spectrum Management (ASM)
methodologies [1]-[8] paving the way to free-for-all spectrum
access with opportunistic spectrum usage [1]. These
methodologies exploit the new degree of flexibility introduced
by the emerging vision of regulatory bodies [9] about
spectrum pooling and sharing in composite networks where
different radio access technologies (RAT) and different
operators coexist [10]-[12]. Herein, an ASM methodology
executed at the planning phase could deal with scenarios in
which the traffic either remains constant or changes in a
predictable way at known periods of time while a dynamic
ASM methodology is necessary to cope with space/time traffic
unexpected variations. In both cases, ASM methodologies
allow a more efficient use of the spectrum by using intelligent
spectrum allocation over cells as it was shown in [13]-[15] for
WCDMA networks.
The ASM methodology concerns traffic changes of medium
time scales (e.g. minutes or hours) that affect a specific area of
the network and aims, in a given RAT, at ameliorating
spectrum efficiency by finding the best carrier allocation to
cells. Moreover, ASM methodologies should be able to detect
the limits of the network to support the existing traffic with its
allocated carriers. On the one hand, the ASM methodology
should be able to ask for more carriers if the required number
of carriers is higher than the actual number of carriers
associated to the system. On the other hand, it should be able
to put some carriers in a secondary market (e.g. for
opportunistic radio usage) if the required number of carriers is

lower than the actual number of carriers in order to utilize
efficiently these scarce and expensive resources.
Therefore, ASM methodologies aim at finding the
minimum number of carriers needed by each cell and the best
mobile distribution over carriers that satisfies operator
policies. These objectives should be reached while the QoS
levels of the served users are kept at the requested level.
In this paper, we formulate the problem of finding efficient
spectrum allocation in the uplink of a WCDMA system with
multiple carriers, as a step forward towards a generic ASM
methodology for composite networks. The proposed
methodology is based on the so-called coupling matrix [13]
that is able to reflect inter-cell interactions using measurable
parameters, and uses simulated annealing meta-heuristic to
find near-optimum allocations. Simulated annealing [16] is a
general technique dedicated to find a good solution to difficult
optimization problems by avoiding local optima. The
fundamental idea is to allow moves that lead to worse quality
with a time-decreasing probability than the current solution in
order to escape from local optima.
The proposed methodology could be integrated in the
planning tool to find an efficient spectrum allocation
corresponding to periodic traffic changes and it could also be
used to dynamically change the carrier allocation in the
context of cognitive networks using appropriate triggering
events (e.g. QoS indicators, etc.) as it was indicated in [14].
Previous works of the authors in [13]-[15] considered the
situation in which only one carrier per cell was allocated. In
this paper, the previous work is extended to account for the
more general situation in which several carriers per cell can be
allocated depending on traffic demands. Furthermore, the
proposed strategy is developed from the perspective of
releasing significant pieces of spectrum in some cells so that
they can be used by cognitive radio users.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. First,
we introduce the coupling matrix in section 2. The coupling
matrix is used in section 3 in order to develop a simulated
annealing-based ASM methodology that enables the system to
locally saving some of the allocated carriers (i.e. in some
geographical zones). Then, some practical considerations are
introduced in section 4 and the performance of the proposed
methodology is studied in section 5. Finally, we conclude with
useful remarks and future works.

II. COUPLING MATRIX
We consider a WCDMA system with K cells and Fall
carriers reflecting that operators use to have more than one
frequency carrier in current WCDMA systems. The set of all
cells is called Λ = {j: j ∈ {1, 2, …, K}} and the set of
allocated
carriers
to
the
system
is
called
Φ = {f: f ∈ {1, 2, …, Fall}}. Moreover, we call Λf the set of
cells using carrier f and Fj the number of carriers allocated to
cell j.
Coupling matrix has been introduced in [13] and it is
computed by assessing a relationship between the total
received powers in uplink using Eb/No definition:
Pj ,i j Θi j
⎛ Eb ⎞
(1)
⎜
⎟ = nj
⎝ N o ⎠i j
∑ Pj ,k j − Pj ,i j + χ j + NT
k j =1

where ij is the i-th user of the j-th cell, nj is the number of
users connected to cell j, Θi j is the spreading factor of mobile

ij in uplink (i.e. the ratio between chip rate and bit rate), Pj ,i j
is the useful received power by cell j from mobile ij, χj
represents the inter-cell interference experienced by mobile ij
and NT is the background noise power in uplink. Moreover, Ij
stands for the total power received by cell j and it is given by:
nj

I j = χ j + ∑ Pj , k j + NT

(2)

k j =1

It was shown in [13] that, for a given carrier,
vector I = (I1, I2, …, IK)T of total received powers in uplink
satisfying Eb/No constraints can be written in the following
matrix form:
I = CI + PN
(3)
where C and PN are respectively the KxK coupling matrix and
the Kx1 noise vector defined by their elements:
if l = j
⎧ 0
NT
⎪ S
C j ,l = ⎨ l , j
PN , j =
(4)
otherwise
1 − S j, j
⎪1 − S
j, j
⎩
where Sl , j is the impact of users of cell l on cell j:
1 Lil ,l
.
il =1 ε il Lil , j
nl

Sl , j = ∑

Θil

( Eb / N o )i

(7)

where Kf,j is the number of cells that are not associated to
carrier f and have a smaller index than j:
K f , j = {l ∈ Λ − Λ f : l < j}

(8)

where |.| is the cardinality of a set. Thus, the corresponding
element reflecting the interaction between cell j and l in C(f) is
(f)
CM
and is computed in the following in a system
f ( j ), M f ( l )
where users of a cell are considered to be uniformly
distributed over carriers reflecting a load balancing strategy
(i.e. the same load is kept in all carriers). Therefore, the value
(f)
of the factors SM
could be written as:
f (l ),M f ( j )
(f)
SM
=
f (l ),M f ( j )

Sl , j

(9)
Fl
Then, the coupling matrix and the noise power vector are
estimated using (4) and (9):
Sl , j
(f)
CM
=
f ( j ), M f ( l )

Fl
S j, j
1−
Fj

)
PN( ,fM
=
f ( j)

NT
S j, j
1−
Fj

(10)
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mobile il towards cell j and ε il is defined by:
l

Mf ( j ) = j − K f , j

(5)

where Lil , j is the total path loss including antenna gains of

εi = 1+

system (i.e. a system without power limitation) is able to serve
all users with the required Eb/No using finite positive powers if
and only if the spectral radius ρ(C) of the corresponding
coupling matrix C (i.e. the eigenvalue with the maximum
modulus) is strictly less than unity. When power constraints
are added, the value of the spectral radius should be much
lower than unity. Therefore, the spectral radius could be
considered as a first constraint to system feasibility since it is
highly related to interference and transmitted power patterns ,
and thus to system performance.
In a system with several carriers, a coupling matrix is
associated to each carrier. The associated matrix to carrier f is
called C(f) and only includes the elements corresponding to
cells of set Λf that are associated to carrier f. Therefore, the
different carriers will have generally coupling matrices with
different sizes. In order to map the cell indices of the total
coupling matrix C to the indices of matrix elements in the
different carriers, we define the set of mapping relations Mf :

(6)

l

Each element of matrix C represents the variation of the
total power received in uplink by one cell as a response to the
variation in the total power received by another cell [13]. It is
easy to show that matrix C is a non-negative irreducible
matrix using the same methodology of [17]. Therefore, matrix
C has interesting properties that can be used in the ASM
methodology. In [13], we have shown that a non-constrained

A. Problem Formulation
Spectrum allocations should satisfy QoS requirements that
could be reflected by user satisfaction metrics. In general, a
user is considered satisfied if its measured Eb/No is higher than
a given threshold, which in turn is related to certain bit error
rate or delay requirements [18]. In this context, outage
probability is defined as the fraction of users not achieving the
desired Eb/N0 threshold. In this contribution, we aims at
minimizing the outage probability at cell level and more
specifically the maximum outage probability over all cells
reflecting the intention of operators to minimize the outage
probability in each cell and not only in average. This can

prevent the presence of islands of cells with high probability
while the total outage probability is acceptable. We emphasize
here that the proposed methodology can be easily adapted to
other operator’s metrics such as average outage probability or
the outage probability of specific services.
Since our objective is to minimize the number of allocated
carriers to cells while conserving an acceptable QoS level, we
use the following definition of spectrum efficiency when only
one service is provided by the operator and that represents cell
throughput per unit of bandwidth:
(1 − Pro, j ) n j .
1
ν = Rb
(11)
∑
KW j∈Λ
Fj
where W is the 5 MHz WCDMA bandwidth, Rb is the bit rate
of the provided service and Pro,j is the estimation of the outage
probably in cell j.
With Fall carriers allocated to the operator, the carrier
allocation problem aims at finding the best carrier allocation to
cells (i.e. sets Λf ) that maximizes the spectrum efficiency and
it is expressed by:
Maximize ν
Subject to max Pro,j < δ
j∈Λ
(12)
∀j ∈ Λ
Fj ≤ Fall

PT ,i j ≤ Pmax

∀i j ∈ ϑ j , j ∈ Λ

where Pro,j is the outage probability in cell j, δ is the outage
probability threshold at cell level, Pmax is the maximum
available power at terminal ij and PT ,i j is the required
transmitted power by terminal ij and given by:
PT ,i j = Pj ,i j Li j , j

(13)

B. ASM Methodology Steps
Since the outage probability is a non-linear function, the
carrier allocation problem defined in (12) is a combinatory
problem with non-linear constraints, which is known to be an
NP-hard problem [19]. Therefore, we introduce an ASM
methodology using simulated annealing principles to avoid
local optima. The proposed methodology tests if the allocated
number of carriers for the system is sufficient and finds the
required number of carriers for each cell.
The algorithm, depicted in the block diagram of Fig. 1,
starts in step 1 by estimating global coupling matrix C and
noise power PN by using (4) and (5) based on measurements
and/or outputs from a planning tool. Step 2 involves the first
estimation of the number of carriers to be allocated to each
cell. In cell j, the needed number of carriers should be
sufficient to handle at least the load coming from intra-cell
(f)
users, which corresponds to parameter SM
. This
f ( j ) , Mf ( j )
means that the following condition should be fulfilled [20]:
(f)
SM
≤1 ∀ f ∈Φj
f ( j ) , Mf ( j )

(14)

where Φj is the set of carriers allocated to cell j:
Φj = {f: j ∈ Λf}.

Fig. 1. The block diagram of the proposed ASM methodology

By combining (9) and (14), the estimation of the minimum
number of carriers Fj,min for cell j is first initiated using the
following equation:
(15)
Fj ,min = ⎡⎢ S j , j ⎤⎥ .
where ⎡⎢ S j , j ⎤⎥ is the first integer higher or equal than S j , j .
Then, we test if the system cannot handle just the intra-cell
interference using Fall (i.e. there exists at least one cell that
require a number of carriers higher than the available
number). In this case, the algorithm will stop without saving
any solution in the database, meaning that the network would
require more carriers for a proper operation. Otherwise, we
add one carrier to each cell in step 3 as a margin for inter-cell
interference if the allocated number of carriers to the cell is
lower than Fall. Hence, the initial value of Fj is given by:
(16)
Fj = min ⎡⎢ S j , j ⎤⎥ + 1, Fall

(

)

In step 4, we start with an allocation where the first carrier
will be allocated to all cells, the second to all cells requesting
at least two carriers, the third to all cells requesting at least
three carriers, and so on. The solution is tested, in step 5,
using the feasibility test function that is explained in section
III-C in order to see if the allocation is within the solution
space and save it in the database of the algorithm as best

solution. Feasibility test output includes the new outage
probabilities in all cells, the spectrum efficiency and string O
that is assigned to ‘new’ if the allocation at iteration t should
be conserved or ‘old’ if the allocation at iteration t -1 should
be used since the allocation of the actual iteration does not
increase the spectrum efficiency or does not satisfy QoS
constraints.
Then, the algorithm enters in the simulated annealing loop
where the solution space involves all carrier-to-cell allocations
that verify the following two constraints:
F j ≤ Fall
∀j ∈ Λ
(17)
F j ≥ Fj ,min ∀j ∈ Λ
It is worth here to define the different parameters of the
simulated annealing meta-heuristic [16]. The neighborhood
structure Ne(t) at iteration t is built by adding/removing one
carrier of the allocated carriers to a cell in the solution space.
The cost function of an allocation at iteration t is defined by
c(t) = -ν(t). The transition probability is the probability of
accepting the allocation at iteration t by comparing its cost
function with the cost function of the previous allocation and
it is defined by:
⎡
⎛ c ( t − 1) − c ( t ) ⎞ ⎤
(18)
Pr(t , t − 1) = min ⎢1, exp ⎜⎜
⎟⎟ ⎥
T (t )
⎝
⎠ ⎦⎥
⎣⎢
where T(t) is the temperature at iteration t. This temperature is
decreased using a cooling function each time the thermal
equilibrium is reached and when it reaches 0, the algorithm
stops. The cooling function is given by T(t) = αT(t-1), where α
is a predefined constant (0<α<1). The thermal equilibrium is
reached after a number of iterations that depends on the
temperature. It is set at the beginning to be equal to the
number of cells in order to allow all cells to change their
configuration. Then, this number is reduced each time the
thermal equilibrium is reached by a factor of T(t).

The transition probability always allows changing the
allocation if the cost function is decreased. Moreover, it
allows this change in case of an increasing cost function with
a probability less than unity to prevent the convergence to
local optima.
At step 6, the algorithm chooses randomly an allocation
from Ne(t). The feasibility test is applied to the new allocation
at step 7 and the new allocation is conserved/discarded upon
the output of the test.
At step 8, the temperature is decreased if the thermal
equilibrium is reached. Then, a new iteration is executed if the
temperature did not reach 0. Otherwise, the algorithm will end
with an output extracted from the database and including the
number Fj of carriers allocated to cell j and the sets Λf.
C.

Feasibility Test
In order to satisfy QoS requirements, the operator should
specify a feasibility test together with the required thresholds.
The feasibility test is shown in Fig. 2 and is based on
estimating the maximum outage probability and maximizing
the spectrum efficiency. The inputs of the feasibility test are
the sets of cells Λf sharing the same carrier, the number of
carriers allocated to each cell Fj, coupling matrix C, noise
power vector PN, the spectrum efficiency at the previous
iteration υ(t-1) and the outage probabilities at the previous
iteration Pro,k(t-1).
At the initialization, the algorithm computes carrier’s
coupling matrices and noise power vectors using (10) for all
carriers. Then, the spectral radius ρ(C(f)) of each carrier’s
coupling matrix is computed.
If one spectral radius is higher than 1, the system is not
feasible according to the conclusions of [13], meaning that it
is not possible to provide the required services to the users in
the different cells. In this case, we set the spectrum efficiency
to -∞, the outage probability of all cells to unity and the cost

(

)

function to c ( t ) = − ∑ ρ C ( f ) . Then, if the maximum
f ∈Φ

outage probability over cells Pro,max(t-1) was lower than δ in
the previous iteration, the new allocation is discarded. In this
case, the feasibility test output O is set to ‘old’. Otherwise, the
new allocation is conserved depending on the transition
probability and output O is set to ‘new’.
On the contrary, if all spectral radius are lower than 1,
interference vectors I(f) are estimated using (3) by replacing C
and PN by C(f) and PN( f ) :

(

I( f ) = ℑΛ − C( f )
f

)

−1

PN( f )

(19)

where ℑ Λ is the |Λf|×|Λf| identity matrix.
f

Then, the outage probability Pro,( fk) (t) in carrier f and the

Fig. 2. Feasibility test diagram

total outage probability Pro,k(t) of each cell k are estimated
using (22) and (23) of the appendix. The estimated outage
probabilities are then used to compute the spectrum efficiency
ν(t). Maximum outage probability Pro,max(t) = maxk∈Λ(Pro,k(t))
is compared to threshold δ. If Pro,max(t) is higher than δ and

Pro,max(t-1) is lower than the threshold, the new allocation
should be discarded and the feasibility test output O is set to
‘old’. If Pro,max(t) and Pro,max(t-1) are both higher than
threshold δ, the new allocation is conserved with a probability
Pr(t,t-1). The new allocation is conserved also in the same
manner if Pro,max(t) is lower than threshold δ. In the last case,
if the spectrum efficiency ν(t) is higher than the saved best
value, the database is updated by the new allocation
parameters as best solution over all previous iterations. In all
these cases, the feasibility test sets output O to ‘new’ and
returns the decided allocation together with the corresponding
Pro,j, ν and Fj.
IV. PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
The ASM methodology could be applied either in the
planning phase or dynamically executed as a response to
relevant changes in the traffic distribution using appropriate
triggering events (e.g. based on QoS indicators, etc.). In the
first case, the operator identifies different periods of time with
different traffic distribution and associates a different
frequency allocation based on a specific coupling matrix for
each period. These periods are rather medium and long-term
periods (e.g. hours, half a day, etc.) and the elements of the
matrix are estimated from the expected averaged values. In
this context, the fast fluctuation (due to mobility, fast fading,
etc.) is averaged and does not have important impact on the
accuracy of the matrix. For the same reason the proposed
methodology does not put significant computation constraints
due to scalability since computations are only required at the
rather slow medium/long-term traffic pattern variability.
Moreover, all the needed information (Eb/No, long-term path
losses, etc.) in the dynamic version for the computation of the
coupling matrices can be obtained using the measurements
collected either by cells or mobiles in an operative network.
V. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS
The simulation layout and simulation parameters are
introduced in Fig. 3 and Table 1. We assume that the operator
has three carriers at the beginning of simulations (Fall = 3).
The used value of α and T(0) are chosen to be the values that
leads to the fast convergence based on simulation results that
are not shown here.
Table 1. Simulation Parameters
Cell radius
Path loss model
Background noise power
Maximum allowed power
Transmitted power range
Eb/No target
Spreading factor Θ
Shadowing factor deviation
Shadowing factor cross-correlation
Power control
T(0)
α

1 km
128.1+37.6×log10d (Km)
-103 dBm
21 dBm
61 dB
3 dB
23 dB
7 dB
0.5
Perfect power control
0.5
0.8

Fig. 3. Simulation layout (numbers inside cells are the percentage of
users in each cell in respect to the total number of users)

Fig. 4. Average and worse spectrum efficiency

The results of the proposed ASM methodology are
compared to the uniform carrier allocation methodology that
consists of uniformly distributing the three carriers over cells
whatever the cell loads are (i.e. always Fj = Fall). Simulation
results showed that the proposed allocation, as well as the
proposed uniform allocation, is able to keep the maximum
outage probability lower than δ when it is possible (i.e. the
number of carriers are sufficient to handle the requested
traffic) and to detect system capacity limit, which is reached
when the maximum outage probability is higher than δ. These
results are not shown here for brevity.
The average spectrum efficiency υ over all cells is plotted
in Fig. 4 as a function of the total number of mobiles. The
considered service is a circuit-switched service with Rb = 12.2
Kbps useful data rate. The ASM methodology allows very
high spectrum efficiency compared to the efficiency of the
uniform allocation (i.e. more than the double) and keeps the
variation of cell’s spectrum efficiency as low as the discreet
values of the bandwidth allows. This is due to the fact that it is
able to find the minimum number of carriers needed by a cell
while keeping QoS levels of users at the required level.
Moreover, we show in Fig. 4, the minimum spectrum
efficiency over all cells (i.e. worst case) which appears in cells

with low loads. We can notice also in this case the high
difference between the two methodologies due to the fact that
the uniform allocation always associates three carriers to each
cell even if the cell load is very low. The maximum spectrum
efficiency over all cells, which is not plotted for simplicity, is
the same for both methodologies since it appears in the central
cells where three carriers are allocated due to high traffic load.
In Fig. 5, we show the percentage of cells using 1, 2 and 3
carriers respectively when the ASM methodology is used. As
we can see, the majority of cells uses one carrier and the
number of these cells as well as the number of cells using
three carriers is constant until the system reaches its capacity
limits. In Fig. 6, we show an example of carrier distribution
over cells as well as the number of free carriers in each cell
represented by grayscale map (i.e. white: 2 free carriers, gray:
1 free carrier, black: no free carriers). It is interesting to
emphasize here the capability of the ASM methodology of
liberating carriers in some cells. These carriers could be used
by another RAT/operator or opportunistically by cognitive
radios.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have introduced a centralized ASM
methodology for WCDMA networks using simulated
annealing. The proposed approach is based on the utilization
of coupling matrix properties to reduce inter-cell interactions.
The main objective of the proposed methodology is to
minimize the number of needed carriers in a cell-by-cell
approach satisfying mobile’s QoS levels. This approach leads
to the release of several carriers in some geographical areas
where opportunistic access to the spectrum can be allowed to
cognitive radios. Simulation results have shown that the
proposed methodology leads to interesting results in terms of
guaranteeing QoS levels reflected by outage probability and
increasing spectrum efficiency.
Our future work focuses on the utilization of the released
carriers by cognitive radios without polluting WCDMA users
with harmful interference and the extension of the ASM
methodology to take into account different RATs such as
OFDMA-based RATs.
APPENDIX: ESTIMATION OF THE OUTAGE PROBABILITY
Outage probability estimation could be used by the ASM
algorithm to find the best spectrum allocation using the
minimum number of carriers. The definition of this indicator
is relevant for ASM since it estimates the real performance of
the spectrum allocation algorithms without testing them on
real systems, which could lead to unacceptable performance
for significant periods of time. The proposed estimation uses
the coupling matrix to compute vector I.
We assume that a mobile ij is in outage for a given vector of
total received power I if the necessary transmitted power
PT ,i j for achieving the target Eb/No is higher than the maximum
acceptable power. Therefore, the estimated outage probability
Pro,j in cell j could be given by:
(20)
Pro,j = Pr( PT ,i j > Pmax | i j ∈ ϑ j )

Fig. 5. Distribution of used number of carriers by cells

where ϑj is the set of users connected to cell j.
Having I, outage probability could be estimated using path
loss distribution of mobiles towards their servers. From (1),
(2) and (13), we can write
(21)
PT ,i j = I j Li j , j ε i j
If we assume that all users require the same service (i.e ε i j
is the same for all users and set to ε), then the outage
probability in (20) can be written using (21) as
Pro,j

= Pr( Li j , j >

ε

Pmax | i j ∈ ϑ j )

Ij

= 1 − cdf j ( ε Pmax I j )

(22)

where cdfj is the cumulative distribution function of mobile
path losses served by cell j. In scenarios where j is associated
to several carriers, the outage probability of cell j is given by:

∑ Pr(

Fig. 6. Carrier distribution and the number of free carriers in
each cell for a system of 3843 mobiles

Pro, j =

f ∈Φ j

f)
o, j

nj

n(j f )
(23)

where n(j f ) is the number of users in cell j associated to carrier

f and Pro,( fj) is the outage probability in cell j within carrier f
computed using (22).
The cumulative distribution function of mobile path losses
toward the serving cell could be analytically estimated as in
[21], or can be statistically collected from the system
measurements of path losses. The latter is better due to the fact
that different types of traffic distribution will have different
types of path loss distributions that can be very difficult to
tackle with the analytical model. Therefore, we use in this
paper the statistical method for path loss distribution.
In the following, we highlight the tight relation between the
estimated and the measured outage probabilities using system
level simulations. In Fig. 7, the estimated outage probabilities
of all cells for one carrier are plotted together with the
measured outage probabilities in two scenarios: heterogeneous
scenario with the cell load distribution of Fig. 3 and
homogeneous scenario where all cells have the same load. The
complete radio parameters can be found in Table 1. We can
see that the estimated outage probability gives a good
approximation of the measured values in both homogeneous
and heterogeneous traffic distribution over cells.
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